
  
 

The Challenge 
Until now, in the event of an error customers had have to access the log data on the converters in the vehicle 
directly on site using a diagnostic computer and to send it to the manufacturer via email. This means that the 
Information is not permanently available and can only be obtained by making an active query. The process is 
complex, time-consuming and often not simple, because the vehicles are in use and are therefore not easily 
accessible, for example in a workshop. 

 
Integrated diagnostic systems are now widely used on modern rail vehicles. On detailed inspection, you will find 
out that usually this allows for partial diagnostics at the component level only or is just a matter of recording the 
actual status and logging it without full diagnostic functionality. 
 

Diagnostics that include:  

1. Fault pattern analysis  

2. Identification of the cause 

3. Suggestions for corrective measures 

are unusual and are generally only possible in subsystems. 
 

In the overall rail vehicle system, events are reported by the individual subsystems. These are usually transmitted 
to the vehicle control system (TCMS) and displayed, processed and stored permanently, providing that the 
necessary interfaces are available. The data can be downloaded to an external diagnostics computer or manual 
diagnostics can be performed by service engineers to allow the necessary maintenance and repairs to be carried 
out. One disadvantage of this approach is that necessary interventions cannot be made predictively, but only 
after the subsystem has already failed. In the worst case, this can result in a failure of the entire train, if central 
subsystems such as on-board networks or drive and braking systems are concerned. This in turn can have a 
negative impact on the reliability of the local public transport system. 

 
In addition, many procurement contracts for rail vehicles now include penalties that are linked to the availability 
of the vehicles in operation. 
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INTELLIGENT  
MAINTENANCE 

 
Preventive maintenance made easy for everyone and every device! 

For both new systems and retrofits, PowerTech offers modern, intelligent 

solutions for the latest generation of auxiliary power converters, the 

PowerBriX family. These solutions provide continuous information about the 

device status online and in advance. 
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The Solution 
The data collected by the PowerBriX unit is provided automatically. The devices have a variety of interfaces for this purpose that can be configured 
and used for each individual project. Data can be transferred to the TCMS of the vehicle but also directly and securely to external servers. As a result, 
operational data can continuously be recorded and evaluated. Environmental conditions that cause specific events can now be identified remotely. 

 

In cooperation with Embever, PowerTech Converter offers an easy extension that enables online remote access to all converters. The module is 
integrated into the device via an expansion slot. It is offered as a complete package that includes all components from the radio modules, eSIMs, 
communication protocols and over IoT cloud to the business system connectors. 

   

 

With its Cloud as a Module (CaaM) product, Embever offers an ideal solution for the cloud expansion for online access. With the help of data 
from the cloud, events and anomalies can be detected at an early stage and necessary services can be proactively identified and planned 
remotely. This significantly reduces the number of time-consuming and expensive measures that train operators and manufacturers need to 
take. PowerBriX collects data locally, for example relating to the energy consumption of the auxiliary units of the train, the catenary grid and 
the battery behavior. Monitoring the catenary grid in particular allows to identify areas of concern in day-to-day operations without the need 
for separate test runs. 

The benefits of online access and the use of preventive maintenance measures include: 
  

- Reduced maintenance costs for operators and vehicle owners 
- Avoidance of penalties for manufacturers, OEMs and component suppliers 
- Prevention of system failures and therefore vehicle downtimes 
- Acquisition of additional data not related to the auxiliary power converter 

 

PowerPrediX meets this challenge by means of: 
- Availability optimization (avoidance of downtimes and outages) 
- Condition-based and scheduled maintenance 
- Improving the ratio of maintenance to operating hours 
- Avoiding unexpected failures using early warning functions 
- Special functions for specific and specialized components 
 
 
The potential savings can be up to several thousand euros per year. This results primarily from downtime costs, penalties for timetables deviations, 
avoidance of maintenance down-times and wear parts that are replaced unnecessarily. 
Using the knowledge gained from vehicle batteries, PowerPrediX can reduce the cost of incorrect battery usage and the damage it causes. For 
example, if the charging algorithm is primarily based on the manufacturer's recommended charging characteristics and, in some cases, on the battery 
temperature during charging, the charging process will generally not be adjusted as the battery ages, which could extend its service life. In addition, 
very little monitoring takes place during downtimes, so the battery may be deeply discharged if it is not used for a long period. Replacing a deeply 
discharged or damaged battery costs several thousand euros, depending on the size of the battery and the requirements. 
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Am Borsigturm 100 
13507 Berlin, Germany 

Phone: +49 30 297725 0 
Mail: info@powertech-converter.com 
www.powertech-converter.com 
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